
COMMUNAUTE DES COMMUNES RAHIN ET 
CHERIMONT FISHING RULES 

 

ARTICLE 1 
The Communauté de Communes Rahin et Chérimont 
(CCRC) owns the two so called « Ballastières » lakes and 
exclusively manages the fishing. 

The CCRC is not taken responsible for 

Non-compliance of the present rules 
Accidents 
Thefts 

(Suffered by fishers or other people around the lakes) 

ARTICLE 2 
Fishing right in the lakes can only take place if the fisher 
has a annual, monthly or daily fishing license. Any fisher 
with a permit is allowed to fish with max 4 fishing rods. 

The gap between 2 fishing rods can't exceed 2 meters. Any 
fishing rod that is being used, but out of its owner sight, 
will be considered as abandoned and will be taken by the 
fishery officer. 

ARTICLE 3 
The price of the membership card is reviewed annually by 
the CCRC. 
Fishing is free for children under 14 years of CAMPING and 
OUTDOORS. Fishing allowed only one rod included in 
those of his companion, no additional rod is accepted. 
Warning! Children under 14 must be accompanied by an 
adult. 
The  cards  will  be  sold  by  the  CCRC. 
ID required. 

ARTICLE 4 
The Ballastieres are private lakes, all people who want to 
fish has to buy a fishing card from the owners: 
Communauté de communes Rahin et Chérimont. This 
fishing cards is a contract between the CCRC and the 
fisherman. The fisherman has to respect theses fishing 
rules. Anyone doesn't respect the rules; he will be 
excluded without any payback. Anyone who has been 
controlled without a permit will be liable for the right to 
fish for 24 hours. 

ARTICLE 5 
For any night fishing, tents and other equipment need to 
stay discreet and should never obstruct the walking path. 
Just Biwys, fishing tent and fishing umbrella are allowed. 
Another tent or shelters are forbidden. No camping for 
people who are not fishing around the lakes. Please limit 
noise pollution around the campsite. 

ARTICLE 6 
Fishers have to park on the car parks and not on the 
walking paths. 

ARTICLE 7 
Any arrangement at the water's edge is forbidden. The 
CCRC is not taken responsible for accidents that can occur 
on these constructions. Careful! In case of non-respect of 
the article 6, the wrongdoer will be permanently excluded. 

ARTICLE 8 
MINIMUM / MAXIMUM SIZE FOR CATCHES: 

(All these measures are done on the whole fish — below 
these measures, direct release to water) 

- Pike: Min. 60cm – Max. 80cm — Sander: Min. 50cm – Max. 
70cm — Trout: 25cm — Perch: Min. 25 cm – Max. 35cm 

- Sturgeon: immediate release after weighing 
- Black bass: immediate release 

NO-KILL for carps over 4kg (scale compulsory and 
reception mat for white fish). 

Complete NO-KILL during night fishing (day and night 
included). Immediate release. 

- Tench fish NO-KILL. 
- Ban on crayfish fishing off-day event. 
Limits for daily catches: 
- Carnivore fishes: 2 (any, perch excluded)  
- Carps: 3 
- Perch: 10 

ARTICLE 9 
Collection, gift, exchange or sell of fish is forbidden around 
the lakes, in the campsite or in the car parks. 

The keep net must be personal, left into the water next to 
the fisher. It must be emptied after each day of fishing. 

It is strictly forbidden to cut up the caught fishes around 
the lakes and during the fishing. 

ARTICLE 10 
BANS: 

- To enter the campsite (access is only for campers) 
- To camp outside the camping site (see the municipal 

decree from May 12'h 2005) when not night fishing 
- To build any construction 
- To delimit a pitch with strings or any other object  
- To let any waste at the water edge 
- To light a fire on the ground (mobile barbecue allowed 

unless prefectural regulations do not allow it)  
- To put any tree branches or anything else in the water 
to attract carnivore fishes 

- To fish in signaled delimited zones (reserve)  
- To navigate in small boats 
- To mark fishes with mutilation or any other means 
- To fish outside the authorised period in the area on either 

side of the beach (picnic area)  
- to use echo sounders, deepsounders or radio-

controlled bait boats, tube floats or boilie guns 
outside the event day; 

- To bait disproportionately, with boilies or flour 
- To use wreathed leaders even wrapped and to fish 

with more than one leader per line 
- To enter the water too far to throw (fishing rod length 

allowed max) 
- To fish with a double or triple hook any species of white 

fish 
- Wreath on reel forbidden (start of the line 5 meters 

allowed max) 
- To fish from his vehicle, it must be parked in the car parks 

intended for this purpose. 
- To park in emergency spaces reserved for firefighters' 

rescue boats. The areas concerned are the landing stage 
at the Chevanel pond and the access to the white barrier 
at the Breuil pond. 

- To park in front of the white barrier at the pond Breuil. 

Careful: Any violation is subject to exclusion 

ARTICLE 11 
For fishermen outside the CCRC: Night fishing by invitation 
of a CCRC or camping card holder and if problem: exclusion 
of the cardholder and the guest. 

 
 



 
ARTICLE 12 
In order to preserve the biodiversity of the lakes and to 
limit the presence of cyanobacteria, the priming is 
limited to 1,500kg / 24h. Fishing guards are authorized 
to control your bait, including the use of properly 
cooked seeds. 

ARTICLE 13 
Control can be done by the fishery officer can occur at 
the fishing place, but also on the car parks. 

ARTICLE 14 
Animals must be kept with the leach. In case of major 
accident (bite, deterioration of material, destruction of 
the aquatic fauna...) on the water's edge of the 
Ballastiéres, the owner can be excluded from the site 
(after noticing of the CCRC members). 

ARTICLE 15 
SPECIFIC CLOSURES: 

- Pikes and sanders: closure from the last Sunday of 
January until the last Sunday of April.  

- From November 1st, closure fishing can be displayed, for 
protection of the autumn fish rearing. 

- Fishing is prohibited all year round in the reserve 
(black zone), on the beach and along the campsite. 
Anglers in the yellow or green zone must therefore fish 
with their rods perpendicular to the bank so as not to 
fish in the black zone. 

  - Fishing is forbidden on the Breuil pond in the yellow   
  zone from 16 June to 15 September. 
 

SPECIFIC OPENING 
   Fishing authorised from 16 September to 15 June on both   
   sides of the beach, areas marked with signs. Rods   
   perpendicular to the bank. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

ARTICLE 16 
Prices  

One-year: 50 € Annual card at half price 
* : 25€ 

One-month day fishing: 
30 € 

One week day fishing: 
15 € 

One day fishing : 10 € 

One-year day and night 
fishing: 150 € 

Annual card at half price 
day and night* : 75€ 

One-month day and night 
fishing: 90 € 

One week day and night 
fishing: 45 € 

One day fishing day and 
night: 20 € 

* Half price applicable only for cards sold from July 2022 and valid until 31/12/2022. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

POINTS OF SALE 
(Address(es) to be contacted also for any remark concerning the base) 

 

Office de Tourisme 
25 Rue le Corbusier 
70250 Ronchamp 

03 84 63 50 82  
contact@ronchamptourisme.com 

 


